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The premier solution that provides secure and efficient child pick-up!
Teachers and administrators agree that safety concerns are highest during afternoon pick-up.
That is why we developed KidGopher, a secure child pick-up system that validates the identity
and authorization of each guardian using electronic authentication technology and photo
identification.
KidGopher uses handheld mobile
devices to confirm the appropriate
guardian. Then, the verified data is
translated via wireless network to
digital displays where the children
are waiting for pick-up.
This creative technology solution
puts the minds of teachers and
parents at ease, and children are
safely on their way home.

How it works

“KidGopher provides a way to be certain every adult is who they say they are, and they are picking up
only the children they are allowed.” Denise Barth, Principal at Catawba Trail Elementary School
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QR codes will be uniquely
assigned with each KidGopher profile. KidGopher
profiles will be created by
school administrators and
will include parent contact
information, information
about the child, and photo
identification of the
guardian(s) and of the child.

2
Digital television displays will
show the child or children’s
name(s) in sequence. These
children will be ushered out
to meet the teacher that will
place the child or children
with their appropriate
guardian.

3
The tablet device will show
which children need to be
placed in the vehicle, and
the school administrator will
check-off those children as
being successfully placed
in the right vehicle with the
authorized guardian.

With KidGopher, your school system has the ability to run the
KidGopher software without having to manage a server. That’s
because we host and maintain it for you on our secure server in
the “cloud”. KidGopher has 99.9% system uptime and by utilizing
the KidGopher solution, it will reduce your expenses by not having
to purchase a server. KidGopher is an annual subscription, which
ensures secure server hosting, all KidGopher software
updates, and technical support.
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